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Welcome To 2dollar Store all our products comes with Resale Rights.Buy from here and sell it anywhere

and make big profits or you can use it for your Personal Use. Product Details--- Need a fast, affordable

way to take advantage of the online video revolution? Introducing VideoWebWizard...The easy way for

you to start using & profiting with online video! This software is so simple that you could have one or more

streaming videos on your website just 10 minutes from now! First off, VideoWebWizard converts all the

popular video formats and a few, even, that most comparable software programs don't support.

VideoWebWizard supports AVI, WMV, MOV, MPG, FLV, VOB, ASF, and MP4 video formats. (Don't

understand all that computer-speak? That's fine, you don't have to. All it means is that you won't find

yourself frustrated with VideoWebWizard because it's not able to convert a certain video format!)

VideoWebWizard converts these video files into a file format called "FLV," or "Flash Video." It's a

technology that works with almost all computers and web browsers, even computers running on a

non-Microsoft operating system like Macintosh or Linux. By the way, when you see a video on a website,

99 of the time it is probably in Flash video format. Why? Because Flash works almost everywhere, like I

just mentioned, and Flash videos usually have a small file size (so they load quickly) while keeping good

quality. Many times you can compress a file to 10 or less of its original file size! Then, after

VideoWebWizard automatically converts your video into Flash format, it generates a small web page with

your video on it, complete with a player and controls (play, pause, volume, and so on). Upload this page

to your website, and you're done! Product Rights--- Master Resale Rights Retail Value -----$67 To Your

Great Sucess Singh our store 2dollarstore.tradebit.com Thousands Of Ebooks And Softwares For

Resale.
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